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For modern companies, regardless of the
products or services they offer, the office is
the place where the foundations are laid for all
activities. In a time of economic uncertainty, many
business enterprises are looking at ways for
improving their office performance. However,
intelligent and flexible office concepts are not
available off the shelf – goals vary, and so do
and so do the work processes associated with
them.
Through innovative, flexible work organisation
and office arrangements, office performance
and office creativity can be boosted
significantly. There is,therefore, a need for
workplaces and storage systems that support
a wide range of requirements.
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The organization
emphasizes reactivity
and results; customer
orientation encourages
nomadism...
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M180
office tables

A complete range of executive wood based furniture for executive
offices, meeting rooms and home offices. the project includes a
series of file storage units, credenzas, bookcases, meeting tables and
desks. elements include cable management for computer hardware,
lockable drawer options for suspended filing, and wardrobe
elements for coat storage.

ade managerial 180 | MR60
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M180
office tables

ade managerial 180 | MR50

From small work desks to medium sized managerial desks, to
large presidential tables, in all shapes, sizes and finishes to suit any
requirement...

managerial 180 | 1082

managerial 180 | MR50

managerial 180 | MR30
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ade managerial 180 | MR90

M180
office tables

Comfortable office chairs mean more time concentrating on the job
in hand rather than the pain in your back. Our swivel chairs come
with features like armrests, height-adjustable seats and tilt functions
that your body will love. And the different styles mean they fit in
wherever you want to work in comfort.

managerial 180 | MR90
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M180
office tables

ade managerial 180| MR30

ade conference furniture effortlessly integrates all of the elements
of modern technology - both now and in the future. Whether you
need control equipment for presentations, media technology in
the cupboards or monitors in the partition system, there is room
for everything that encourages creativity and ensures successful
meetings. And best of all: it is easy and intuitive to operate!...
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M180
office tables

It’s really all about what’s best for you. And we’ve made it easy.
Whether it’s touch down places, collaborative team spaces, personal
work stations or tailored, managerial offices, you’ll appreciate the
proven quality and high performance solutions possible.
It’s really that easy.
ade managerial 180 | CR350
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M180
office tables

It is designed for today’s demands and tomorrow’s needs, and it’s
engineered and constructed to last...
This is a collection that you can feel good investing in!

ade managerial 180 | CR150

managerial 180 | CR250

managerial 180 | CR800

managerial 180 | CR900

managerial 180 | CR700
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M180
office tables

Ade has all the elements to create a modern and refined work
environment. The clean lines of this collection bring a fresh look
without compromising functionality and durability.
ade managerial 180 | CR800
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M180
office tables

Modern design creates elegance and expresses the corporate culture
and executive’s personal style. Executive office furniture highlights
the office as an area for communication, and its design stands for
clear decisions.

ade managerial 180 | CR900
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M180
office tables

Ade provides modern contemporary office furniture and full-service
planning and strategy for companies wishing to create a stylish
modern look for their commercial office spaces.

ade managerial 180 | CR700
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M180
office tables

The Capital Executive Desk is the perfect work solution if you need to
stay connected, but don't have a lot of room for office furniture. The
Capital Executive Desk makes storage and organization a snap with
multiple open and closed storage options.

ade managerial 180 | CR250
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M180
office tables

All ade items are individually made to order, so although we offer a
very extensive range of standard items we are happy to supply both
custom variations on standard products and wholly bespoke items.

ade managerial 180 | 1082
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M180
office tables

Furniture for collaboration and communication in a variety of settings
and compositions. These are areas for spontaneous collaboration,
stand-up meetings, seminar and presentation spaces, workshops and
discussions in small, informal settings.

ade managerial 180 | CR450
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C160

CLERK DESKS

Modern working methods require modern office solutions – using intelligent
office furniture. Turning office landscapes into city landscapes – inspiring,
versatile and multi-faceted. With a wide product range for all zones and
areas of the office living space, Bene office furniture offers versatile and
individual design possibilities.

clerk 160 | CR200

clerk 160 | CR500

clerk 160 | CR600

clerk 160 | CR300
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E160

C140

EXPERT DESKS

a minimalistic table series ideal for
executive offices and meeting rooms,
or as working tables for showroom and
teaming areas.
expert table 160 | 1051

CLERK DESKS

Successful businesses appreciate the value of motivational work environments.
Both the equipment and the furniture play a crucial role in how well people work
together.

expert table 160 | MR19

expert table 160 | MR220
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CONFERENCE TABLES

Regardless of whether there are just a few people in attendance
at your meeting today or you have to organize a large meeting
tomorrow, ade furniture can be adapted to your requirements...

4 drawer file | 10303

3 drawer file | 10302

conference tables | 10586

FILING & FOLDERING

Choices filing and storage provides a simple, adaptable aesthetic for today’s work environments.
Offering durable construction, security, and a broad selection of components, you’ll find exactly what
you need for the way you need to work.

conference tables | 10587

conference tables | 10585
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Libraries
ade smoothly adapts
to the evolution of
your organization...

ade library | 2020
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An office furniture line with optimised and long-lasting solutions, where working is easy.
Provides maximum operation and dynamics, based on simple and aesthetically
appealing structures, with great integration versatility.
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Hangers

anyway, anytime, anywhere
flexible solutions, for a flexible
and personalised office...
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Your office is not complete until you have the accessories to
liven it up. We offer you a vibrant range of utility products to
embellish a dynamic office!

ade flower pot | 2010
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